UH Hilo Performing Arts Center presents A Special Streamed Event: **Sugar Skull!**
A Virtual Día de Muertos Adventure

A Virtual Performance streamed into your classroom
Recommended for Grades 1-6

Available ANYTIME October 25 – November 5, 2021

Join Sugar Skull, a charismatic candy skeleton, as he follows the music towards the ultimate party! He is spurred on by the tricky Chaneques, who desperately want him to be the centerpiece on their ‘ofrenda.’ Along the path, Sugar Skull meets many colorful characters who teach him how Day of the Dead is much more than a party – it is a celebration of life!

**About the performing artists:**
Mexico Beyond Mariachi is a multi-cultural ensemble of professional musicians, actors, dancers and teaching artists whose love of Mexican traditions and way of life shines bright in every performance. Their philosophy is rooted in the belief that art and culture are an integral part of the development of every individual’s outlook on life. Personal engagement, community experiences, and the celebration of commonality are themes Mexico Beyond Mariachi bring to their shows as well as to their extensive arts-in-education offerings. They are considered one of the leading providers of Mexican performance and education programs for young people and families.

The production is available to you, free of charge, to stream in your classroom anytime between **OCTOBER 25th – NOVEMBER 5th**

We are also offering 2 additional educational activity modules in connection with SUGAR SKULL!

1. **Traditional Instrument Walk-through**
   Watch, learn, and listen about all the instruments that you hear in the Virtual Sugar Skull show! Includes the quijada, a rhythm instrument made out of the jaw-bone of a donkey!

2. **Make your own Catrina Calavera puppet**
   Make, decorate and assemble your own Catrina Clavera puppet from easily accessible materials!

**PLEASE USE THE ATTACHED** Registration form to register your class for the Virtual Sugar Skull production